Utilization of a toxicogenomic biomarker for evaluation of chemical-induced glutathione deficiency in rat livers across the GeneChip data of different generations.
Previously, we reported 69 probe sets (GSH probe sets) of RG U34A GeneChip that were useful for the evaluation of chemical-induced glutathione depletion in rat livers. The aim of the present study was to investigate whether these probe sets could be applied to the analysis of RAE 230A GeneChip data. Since a straightforward data comparison of RG U34A and RAE 230A GeneChips could not overcome the generation-dependent discrepancy in signal profiles, we tried two methods to improve the data compatibility between the two GeneChips. First, we re-calculated the signal values by excluding the probes with poor-overlapping sequences between the two GeneChips, but the data compatibility did not improve from the view point of Spearman's and Pearson's correlation coefficients. On the other hand, the PCA result demonstrated that an adjustment of the baseline signal level between the RG U34A and RAE 230A GeneChip data on vehicle-treated rats dramatically improved the data compatibility, suggesting that the GSH probe sets identified from RG U34A GeneChip data can be utilized in RAE 230A GeneChip data as well. Such a baseline adjustment of signal data is an easy and practical way to utilize biomarkers across GeneChip data of different generations.